Spatiotemporal modeling of cerebral evoked magnetic fields to median nerve stimulation.
We measured somatosensory evoked magnetic fields during median nerve stimulation in 6 normal subjects. We applied multiple dipole models to study the spatiotemporal structure of early somatosensory evoked magnetic fields (SEFs), as well as the number, 3-dimensional location and time activity of their underlying neuronal sources. Two dipole sources were necessary to model the first 40 msec of SEFs explaining 85% of the data variance. Source 1 was located deeper than source 2, showed primarily a tangential orientation, and accounted for a larger part of the variance; source 2 showed no consistent orientation across subjects. Both sources showed biphasic time activities corresponding to the previously described N20-P30 and P25-N35 components. Spatiotemporal modeling could identify sources which could not be modeled consistently above noise by single moving dipoles (P25 component), revealed small latency differences of the two sources in some subjects suggesting parallel activation of these sources, and allowed separation of sources overlapping considerably both in space and time. We conclude that spatiotemporal modeling of SEFs may be useful to study functional anatomy of human sensorimotor cortex non-invasively.